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a word from the editor

welcome to a new issue of your newsletter!

it is with great pleasure that we celebrate the relaunch of the ela 
programme in edinburgh  in 2014. this has been made possible by the 
commitment and hard work put in by our esteemed colleague charles 
mullin who has worked hard alongside our secretary sabrina and the 
board to make this a reality!

in this issue we focus on the new measures adopted by the spanish 
government to promote economic activity, the life of one of our 
members as a diplomat in burundi, and legal changes afoot in scotland.

we also have the opportunity to partake of “the life of others”. our 
dutch colleague anne sophie andela provides an interesting account 
of an erasmus lecturer’s life in london whilst ela members from france 
display their hidden talents in an international and multicultural choir 
which travels all over europe singing a variety of music ranging from 
classical to modern, opera to musicals in just as many languages.

to put the icing on the cake (no pun intended!), we admire the 
culinary talents of one of our members currently undertaking a cordon 
bleau cooking course which requires more effort, cooking hours and 
determination than first anticipated!

if you have an interesting hobby, play an unusual sport, have 
experienced an extraordinary holiday in an unusual place or in unusual 
circumstances, please let us know.

if there is a legal issue that is currently affecting your jurisdiction, write 
to us and tell us your opinion

if you have ever come accross a client that provided you with “more 
than work”, behaved in an extraordinary manner or provided you with 
the funniest time of your career, do not hesitate to contact us.

as my predecessor once said, this is your newsletter. this is what 
you make it. if you have any suggestions, news or articles that you 
would like to see published in the next issue please email them to me at 
asunsueiro@hotmail.com.

we call for members to email their photograph to us at the aformentioned 
email address. the board wishes to add a photo to your profile on our 
webpage with a view to assisting members recognise one another at 
annual meetings. any photo in which you are not in diguise will do for 
this purpose although good pictures would be preferable!

finally, we congratulate christina koycheva and donald vankatapen on 
the arrival of their newborn babies. another two additions to the ela 
family!

asun Sueiro Sierra
abogado. msc. post grad 
dip in law/cpe
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New eurodevil iNvaSioN to hit 
the StreetS of ediNburgh iN 
april 2014

excellent news from scotland

dear members,

Xmas has come early this year with the announcement of the re-launch 
of the eurodevils’ programme in edinburgh in 2014!! 

this is excellent news for the european lawyers association and it shows 
the effort and commitment put in by its active members, in particular 
the current board and charles mullin without whom this would not 
have been possible. we are indebted to him.

the dean of the faculty of advocates (that is, the head of the bar in 
scotland) has indicated his support for the faculty and the ela to 
work together to produce an un-funded eurodevil programme, with 
placements of eurodevils with Junior and senior advocates and with 
Judges.  

correspondence to confirm the terms of the agreement has been 
exchanged between hanif and the dean, a further update will be 
provided in the next newsletter

both sabrina and charles spoke with lord pentland, one of the court 
of session Judges who had previously been involved with eurodevils.  
he was very supportive of the programme being revived and wished 



to be of practical help when it comes to placements of eurodevils with 
Judges.  lord pentland would be prepared to approach the lord president 
of the court of session (lord gill) to get his agreement to the proposed 
placements with Judges.

on the basis that the dean and vice dean have already indicated their 
support, a training room has been booked for the period 7th to 16th april 
2014 in the faculty’s training building, where an induction course on the 
scottish legal system will be provided for eurodevils.  

placements with advocates should start on tuesday 22nd april (the start of 
the court summer term) and run until 27th June. the programme will be 
held from 7 april until 27 June 2014.

the induction course is likely to be run by a highly recommended young 
advocate, ross anderson. he has a very strong academic background, 
having a doctorate from edinburgh and having also studied and taught 
at the max planck institute in hamburg, as well as in glasgow university 
(indeed, he is still doing some teaching in glasgow).  he is fluent in german 
(and also happens to have a swiss girl friend!).  ross is very keen to help 
with the induction training and with the eurodevil programme in general.
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the other two Junior advocates who may become involved are 
stephen o’rourke (who has previously organised placements with 
advocates and Judges) and isla davey (also previously involved with 
eurodevils).   the dean is happy for them to be our first points of 
contact.  a meeting is being arranged with them and ross anderson to 
consider the content of the induction training and who might deliver 
talks etc.  the idea would be to have a mix of young and senior lawyers 
giving seminars and also arrange visits to places such as the scottish 
parliament.  

we are unfunded, but some token of appreciation will be shown to 
induction speakers. in addition the ela may host a party at the end of 
the programme to thank all who will have given time to the eurodevils 
during their stay in scotland.  

philip Jadoul’s recruitment company via legis has kindly donated 
5,000 euro to assist with the re-launch and the financing of the 
aforementioned activities.

in future, it is envisaged that more active funding methods will be 
sought from european bars as discussed in past ela general meetings 
such as the one held in milan
 
the next stage will be for the ela to take forward a recruitment 
campaign to be completed by the end of the year, so that the successful 
candidates can give three months’ notice to their employers of their 
proposed attendance in edinburgh.  national representatives have 
already been contacted by our chairman for this purpose and have 
replied enthusiastically to his call.

computer matterS...
hanif mohammed and philip Jadoul are preparing a new 
web page aimed at providing more capabilities. the new 
page would be user friendly and built on the same basis as 
the much praised registration page for the highly successful 
antwerp meeting. more to come on the next issue... 
watch this space!
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news from scotland

the taylor review reportS oN 
expeNSeS iN ScotlaNd
following on from the publication of the scottish civil courts review 
(sccr) in 2009, the report of the taylor review, published on 12 september 
2013, addresses the issue of legal expenses (it assumes that the sccr 
recommendations have been implemented).

the taylor report will inevitably be compared with the Jackson report in 
england and wales and although some of the proposals are similar sheriff 
principal taylor makes it clear that he has not deferred to the Jackson 
recommendations and that he has recognised the differences between the 
two jurisdictions.

two of the most significant distinctions he recognises are that, as ate 
premiums and success fees under speculative fee agreements are not 
recoverable in scotland, there has never been the imbalance between the 
parties in litigation that Jackson identified in england and wales; nor does 
sheriff principal taylor recognise a ‘compensation culture’ in scotland, with 
lower levels of personal injury claims of all types in scotland than in england 
and wales. the scottish government is also much more supportive of legal 
aid than the westminster government.
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anne-marie Ségala-altieri
amsegalt@gmail.com the SiNgiNg lawyerS!

canta lex is a french choir, where you may find 3 ela members, namely, 
dominique gantelme, frédéricque le berre (both alti) and anne-marie 
ségala-altieri (soprano).

it is the choir of the judicial professions of the paris bar and it comprises 
about 50 members.

its choir master, tsvetan dobrev, was born in bulgaria. he was awarded 
diplomas in piano, organ and musical composition in sofia. he has lived 
in france since 1990. mr dobrev has won many international awards for 
the music he has composed to date.  he has recorded 4 cds. in 2009 he 
published a “summary of musical knowledge” (3 bilingual volumes in 
french and english), editions archétype 82, paris. he directs 3 other choirs 
(flori canti, orphée and sarabande.)

our choir sings in many languages: bulgarian, french, english, spanish, 
german, italian, etc… and this is part of the fun!

our repertoire comprises abstracts from west side story. it ranges from 
misa flamenca to brazilian songs. it includes classical french songs from 
the renaissance period to the present, both religious and non religious 
music such as pieces by g fauré, one of our favorite french authors. these 
are only but a few examples.

we gave a concert in support of transhépate (an association for liver 
transplant) on June 1st 2013. we will be doing another one on december 
5th for licra.

for further details of our activities please check out our website: “cantalex.
free.fr” and please note that any parisian lawyer (with a good voice if at all 
possible…) is welcome to join us. we need more members in particular 
tenors or base. 

we sing once a week on thursday evenings at the eglise ecossaise (paris 
75008). you are welcome to come along!
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borja díaz-guerra
borja.diaz@benow.es

Benow Partners International 
Attorneys & Advisors
www.benow.es

reSideNce permitS iN SpaiN 
eaSier aNd faSter procedureS.
on september 19th, the spanish parliament passed a new bill aimed at 
supporting entrepreneurs and their internationalization (the “act”). 

one of the main goals of the act is to promote economic growth and 
opportunity by attracting individuals who can contribute financially to the 
spanish economy.

amongst other measures, the act implements flexible and faster 
procedures to grant residence permits to individuals who meet certain 
economic conditions. for instance, foreigners investing a minimum of eur 
500,000 in real estate will be eligible for fast track residence permits. this 
avoids having to deal with complex renewal processes. the act sets up a 
different track to that used for granting ordinary work permits.

the act is aimed at encouraging and facilitating the residency of successful 
business people and highly talented entrepreneurs in spain. the new act 
sets out the requirements to qualify for this new type of residence permit.

the criteria is as follows:

•	 investors who make a significant financial investment in spanish 
debt (i.e. eur 2,000,000 onwards).

•	 entrepreneurs involved in an activity of special economic interest.
•	 highly qualified professionals, who are involved in projects of 

general interest, conduct research or carry out innovative activities 
in the public or private sector.

the act sets out a new trend that should continue to be supported by 
reforms of national legislation aimed at promoting economic growth, 
which in all cases will be very welcome by the spanish market.



maría luisa pérez
spanish national 
representative
(and future chef! )

what iS a lawyer doiNg at 
the cordoN bleu School?
i would like to announce that i have made a complete u turn in my career 
changing my lawyer´s cap and gown for la toque blanche (or the chef´s 
hat)! even though for the time being i am only allowed to wear a cap. i will 
not have the right to wear la toque until i graduate!

 i am studying at the prestigious international school cordon bleu in madrid. 
this is not just a school to learn peculiar recipes only. it is probably the most 
famous school to learn the basic techniques of the most famous cuisine in 
the world, that is, french cuisine.

we started off by “turning vegetables” which is the classic french method 
of cutting vegetables by hand. have you ever heard of or even eaten a 
brunoise ? it is a mix of carrots, turnips or leeks to the dimensions of 2 mm 
by 2 mm or less so you can imagine the hard work and attention to detail 
that this involves!  a perfect brunoise is considered to be one of the overall 
most difficult knife techniques to master.

we then graduated to “turning potatoes” in quite a lot of different shapes 
paying particular attention to chateaux potatoes that need to have seven 
edges, this is supposed to be the perfect number!  i am sure you can easily 
guess how many potato leftovers we have eaten after a lot of cutting to 
achieve the perfect shape! you can see some examples below.

please do not ask if it would be possible to cut all the vegetables using a 
machine, this is considered to be sacrilege! always by hand! but do not 
worry, plasters are free!

and let us not forget les champignons tournés or turned mushrooms this 
tops the lot! 
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i would need a few more pages to explain how to bone out all types of 
poultry, from chicken to small quails and how to stuff them with different 
kinds of meat, liver and vegetables but always wrapped in caul fat. caul fat 
is a fine adipose tissue covering the intestines of cows, lambs or pigs - that 
you probably never have heard about, neither had i!.

fish is another chapter. the most amazing thing i have had to do to date is 
murder a lobster! yes, “murder” is correct. the animal was alive and i had to 
kill it by chopping its head off with a big knife. you can be certain that i felt 
as guilty as my clients in criminal cases! 

but, not everything is bad. in fact, everything is very satisfactory and 
exciting. 

to finish off, here is a very nice picture of a Bar farci braisé au sauce vin blanc, 
stuffed braised sea bass with white wine sauce. please do not ask me how 
it is possible for somebody to go to a restaurant and order a dish like this to 
be served within ten minutes. we took three hours to prepare it so … i do 
not have the answer yet!. but one has to admit that the result is spectacular:

i can assure you i have never been as stressed when dealing with a criminal 
case as i am in the kitchen when i hear the chef director that we have to 
plate up!

bon appétit!



taleS of aN itiNeraNt teacher
loNdoN 2012
let me take you by the hand and lead you through the streets of london... 
(Ralph McTell)

as erasmus lecturer i have visited london metropolitan business school 
several times now. this usually involves a lively email exchange with my 
london contact, ronke shoderu, followed by a hectic but fulfilling visit to 
the mutual satisfaction of both our institutions and the students. this last 
spring break i took over eight classes from seven of my english counterparts 
on four different topics in three city locations: moorgate, holloway road en 
Jewry street. this is the account of that capital adventure.

monday 27 february
moorgate. the neo-classicistic building from 1903 very aptly used to serve 
as the headquarters of cable & wireless, an early cable and communication 
giant. in an auditorium with 80 first year students the power point -tailor-
made for this visit-  stands at the ready. i set out the background and realities 
of the european legal order to students from all over the globe. Just like in 
amsterdam it is a motley crew, including students from india, iran, saudi 
arabia and Zimbabwe alongside those from munich, manila, tbilisi, baku 
and hong kong. and london of course. the truly international classroom 
gives me a round of applause as i conclude my lesson. oh, the joys of guest 
lectureship!

the next session starts with a starbucks cappuccino and a brownie 
handed to me by etienne bresch, a french economist i already met on 
a previous visit. i don’t get round to polishing these delicacies off until 
after i finalize this two-hour lecture on  european competition law. the 
exorbitant fines handed out to the likes of microsoft and intel for the abuse 
of their respective dominant positions and cartels are well-known in the 
international business world. as is our own dutch “nickel neelie” kroes, 
who in her capacity as euro commissioner used to say: “these are the rules, 
i am merely the referee.” these third-year students are fully aware now 
of the “do’s en don’ts” of doing business in europe and of the threats and 
opportunities involved. forewarned is forearmed!

afterwards etienne and i talk crisis, higher education and the attitude of 
students. we discuss the importance of ethics and moral leadership and 
our responsibility to prepare our students for this world in transition as 
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best as we can. etienne refers to antoine de saint-exupéry’s “le petit prince” 
and i bring in lucebert’s acronym: ‘alles van waarde is weerloos’, (all that is 
precious is vulnerable). incredible, how much we teachers have in common! 

tuesday 28 february
holloway road. Just as the ibs is right behind the arena, the north campus 
of londonmet is located next to arsenal’s emirates stadium. polish-born 
lecturer krzysztof boroch picks me up at the turn-stiles. his students are 
amazed that a producer or license holder can not control the further 
distribution of goods after these have been marketed for the first time 
within the european union. as a former solicitor and company lawyer 
i know better than to just show them the limitations.  i also hand them 
possible solutions. when pricing their products as marketers they will be 
aware of the fact they might not be able to prevent parallel imports, but 
they will certainly be able to make it an unattractive proposition. mission 
accomplished!

fleet street. in hammick’s legal bookstore, where as a law student at king’s 
college london i used to while away many an hour, i look at the latest legal 
publications. after that i have dinner in chinatown at wong kei’s, famous 
for “upstairs/downstairs”. oh, the joys of london!

wednesday 29 february
on my way to moorgate i pass by finsbury square where the occupy 
movement has found refuge after having been ousted from st. paul’s 
cathedral. tonight i service the part time students. Just like in amsterdam 
these mature and very motivated students combine their evening studies 
with day-time jobs.  i greatly admire their perseverance and discipline. hats 
off to these mature students!

thursday 1 march 
i attend a seminar on the ins and outs of the english judicial system. 
montesquieu’s separation of the legislative and judicial powers has finally 
been executed. no longer is the house of lords the highest court: it has 
been renamed the supreme court. with a symbolic logo that would have 
done william morris proud. 

over lunch ronke fills me in on the recently finalized consolidation of 
subjects into larger coherent units at londonmet. the idea is that less 
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fragmentation will lead to increased focus. the intended result: decreasing 
the drop-out rate whilst increasing study success and student satisfaction. 
a well-known theme! 

london metropolitan university and the international business school have 
a lot in common indeed. with a history that hails back to the 19th century 
and is closely related to the international and commercial environment 
of a major port, both institutions have educated the business community 
long before the term bachelor of business administration even came into 
existence

friday 2 march 
Jewry street. the subject: employability. the future plans and ambitions are 
wide ranging. from solicitor to barrister to banker and even police officer! 
what are the core qualities that will make you employable and prepare you 
for today’s fickle and flexible labour market? knowledge and skills are a 
sine qua non, a necessity. it is attitude that makes the difference. hands on. 
can do. to be in your strength. to be aware of your strong and your weak 
points. passion. authenticity. and also: what extracurricular activities – be it 
sports, games, jobs or charitable causes - have you pursued? i have touched 
a nerve: a lively discussion ensues. the format of this module would fit our 
curriculum like a glove. it is one of the recommendations i take home. 

the south bank. strolling along the thames ronke and i look back on the 
past week. as before, it has been a mutually beneficial and satisfactory 
experience. a successful “venture between capitals”, or as ronke puts it: “a 
new face, a new voice, a new perspective gets the juices flowing.” 

(previously published in bits magazine and europaexpresse in 2012)

Mr. Anne-Sophie Andela LLM (KCL) is Senior 
Lecturer International Business Law and Current 
Issues in Business in the IBMS department 
of the International Business School of the 
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences/HvA. 
She participated in the European Young Lawyers’ 
Scheme in London in 1992
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a diplomat iN buruNdi
after a long career spanning over ten years as a business lawyer at the 
brussels bar, brent van tassel, changed his career path and entered the 
service of the belgian foreign affairs office. brent is a former belgian 
representative of the ela. he also participated in the edinburgh scheme 
in 2009. his first posting as a diplomat sent him to burundi.

burundi, officially the republic of burundi, is a landlocked country in the 
great lakes region of eastern africa. it has borders with rwanda to the 
north, tanzania to the east and south and the democratic republic of 
congo to the west. its capital, bujumbura, where the belgian embassy is 
located, can be better described as a small town rather than a city. although 
the country is landlocked, much of the south western border is adjacent to 
lake tanganyika, which makes it a good place to live with nearly perfect 
temperature, fresh fish and tasty fruit. 

despite burundi’s huge potential in the field of tourism, political instability 
in the region sadly keeps tourists at home. 

a little belgian history

burundi is definitely a very interesting post for a belgian diplomat. it is one 
of those places where belgium still has some influence on the political 
arena. this is due to the history of the country as a former belgian territory.

the twa, hutu and tutsi people have lived in burundi for at least five 
hundred years. for over two hundred years, burundi was ruled as a kingdom. 
following its defeat in world war i, germany handed over control of a 
section of the former german east africa to belgium. this section included 
modern day rwanda and burundi. on october 20, 1924, this land became a 
belgian league of nations mandate territory, in practice, part of the belgian 
colonial empire, known as ruanda-urundi. the belgians allowed ruanda-
urundi to keep their monarchy.

brent van tassel
Brent.vantassel@diplobel.fed.be
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following world war ii, ruanda-urundi became a united nations trust 
territory under belgian administrative authority. during the 1940s, a series 
of policies caused divisions throughout the country. 

in 1948, belgium allowed the region to form political parties. these factions 
would be one of the main influences for burundi’s independence from 
belgium.

on January 20, 1959, burundi’s ruler, mwami mwambutsa iv, made a formal 
request to the belgian minister of colonies for burundi and rwanda to be 
separated and for ruanda-urundi to be no more.
six months later, political parties were formed. the first of these political 
parties was the union for national progress (uprona).

burundi’s hunger for independence was influenced to some extent by the 
instability and ethnic persecution that occurred in rwanda. in november 
1959, rwandese hutu attacked the tutsi population and massacred 
thousands of people. many tutsi escaped to uganda and burundi to find 
freedom from persecution. the hutu came to power in rwanda by winning 
belgian-run elections in 1960.

the uprona, a multi-ethnic unity party, led by prince louis rwagasore 
and the christian democratic party (pdc) became the most prominent 
organization throughout ruanda-urundi. following uprona’s victory in 
the elections, prince rwagasore was assassinated on 13 october 1961.
 
the country proclaimed independence on July 1, 1962 when it legally 
changed its name from ruanda-urundi to burundi. mwami mwambutsa 
iv was crowned king. on september 18, 1962, just over two months after 
declaring independence from belgium, burundi joined the united nations.

burundi police and military were now brought under tutsi control.
mwambutsa was deposed in 1966 by his son, prince ntare v, who claimed 
the throne. that same year, tutsi prime minister captain michel micombero 
deposed ntare, abolished the monarchy, and declared the nation a republic, 
though in practice it was no other than a military regime. 
first attempt at democracy
in June 1993, the leader of the hutu-dominated front for democracy in 
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burundi (frodebu), won the first democratic election and became the first 
hutu head of state, leading a pro-hutu government. however, in october 
1993, tutsi soldiers assassinated him. his murder led to years of violence 
between hutus and tutsis. it is estimated that some 300,000 people, mostly 
civilians, were killed in the years following his assassination.
 
in early 1994, parliament appointed cyprien ntaryamira, also a hutu, 
president of burundi. he and the president of rwanda both died together 
when their airplane was shot down. more refugees started fleeing to 
rwanda. another hutu, parliamentary speaker sylvestre ntibantunganya, 
was appointed president in october 1994. within months, a wave of ethnic 
violence began, starting with the massacre of hutu refugees in the capital, 
bujumbura, and the withdrawal of the mainly tutsi union for national 
progress from government and parliament.

in 1996, pierre buyoya, a tutsi, took power through a coup d’état. he 
suspended the constitution and was sworn in as president in 1998. in 
response to rebel attacks, the population was forced by government 
to relocate to refugee camps. under his rule, long peace talks were 
commenced, with the assistance of south africa acting as a mediator. both 
parties signed agreements to share power in burundi. the agreements 
took four years to be implemented, and on august 28, 2000, a transitional 
government for burundi was formed as a part of the arusha peace and 
reconciliation agreement. 

the transitional government was set up on a trial basis for five years. after 
several aborted cease-fires and a peace plan in 2001, one can conclude that 
the power sharing agreement has been relatively successful. a cease-fire 
was signed in 2003 between the tutsi-controlled burundian government 
and the largest hutu rebel group, cndd-fdd (national council for the 
defence of democracy-forces for the defence of democracy).
 
in 2003, a hutu leader domitien ndayizeye was elected president.

in early 2005, ethnic quotas were agreed for the purpose of filling in 
ministerial roles in burundi’s government. parliamentary and presidential 
elections took place. pierre nkurunziza, once a leader of a hutu rebel group, 
was elected president. 

in 2008, the burundian government held talks with the hutu-led palipehutu-
national liberation forces (nlf) to bring peace to the country. 
2006 to present
reconstruction efforts in burundi did not start to take place until after 2006. 
the un brought its peacekeeping mission to an end and changed its focus 
to assist with reconstruction. 

in order to achieve economic development, rwanda, congo and burundi 
re-launched “the great lakes countries economic community”, a regional 
economic group. in addition, burundi, along with rwanda, joined the east 
african community in 2007.
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however, the terms of the september 2006 ceasefire between the 
government and the last remaining armed opposition group, the fln 
were not fully implemented. senior fln members subsequently left the 
truce monitoring team, claiming that their security was being threatened. 
in september 2007, rival fln factions clashed in the capital, killing 20 
fighters and causing residents to flee. rebel raids were reported in other 
parts of the country. the rebel factions disagreed with the government 
over disarmament and the release of political prisoners. in late 2007 and 
early 2008, fln combatants attacked government-protected camps where 
former combatants lived. the homes of rural residents were also pillaged.
 
in late march 2008, the fln asked parliament to pass legislation to 
guarantee them ‘temporary immunity’ from arrest. this would apply to 
ordinary crimes, but not grave violations of international humanitarian law 
like war crimes or crimes against humanity. even though the government 
had previously granted this type of request to people, the fln has been 
unable to secure immunity from prosecution.

on april 17, 2008, the fln bombarded bujumbura. the burundian army 
fought back and the fln suffered heavy losses. a new ceasefire was signed 
on may 26, 2008.    
Judicial system and political background 
burundi’s political system is that of a presidential democratic republic based 
upon a multi-party system. the president of burundi, pierre nkurunziza, is 
the head of state and head of government. 
 
burundi’s legislative branch is a bicameral assembly, consisting of the 
transitional national assembly and the transitional senate. burundi’s 
constitution sets out a system of representation in the transitional national 
assembly in accordance with the following split: 60% hutu, 40% tutsi, and 
30% female members, as well as three batwa members. members of the 
national assembly are elected by popular vote and serve a term of five 
years.

the transitional senate has fifty-one members, and three seats are reserved 
for former presidents. due to stipulations in burundi’s constitution, 30% 
of senate members must be female. members of the senate are elected 
by electoral colleges, which consist of members from each of burundi’s 
provinces and communities. for each of burundi’s seventeen provinces, 
one hutu and one tutsi senator are chosen. they serve a five year term as 
members of the senate. both the national assembly and the senate elect 
the president for a five-year term.
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burundi’s president appoints officials to his council of ministers, which is 
also part of the executive branch. the president can also choose fourteen 
members of the transitional senate to serve on the council as ministers. the 
appointment of members of the council of ministers must be approved by 
two-thirds of burundi’s legislature. the president also appoints two vice-
presidents. 

the supreme court is burundi’s highest court. there are three courts of 
appeal directly below the supreme court. courts of first instance are used 
as judicial courts in each of burundi’s provinces. there are also 123 local 
tribunals.

there is an urgent need for reform of the judicial system. genocide, war 
crimes and crimes against humanity remain unpunished. a truth and 
reconciliation commission and a special tribunal for investigation and 
prosecution are not operational yet. freedom of expression is limited; 
journalists are frequently arrested for carrying out legitimate professional 
activities. 

the belgian embassy & cooperation for development 

burundi is one of the five poorest countries in the world. it has one of the 
lowest per capita gdps of any nation in the world. the country has suffered 
from warfare, corruption, poor access to education and the effects of hiv/
aids. burundi is densely populated and experiences substantial emigration.

while there are still some difficulties ensuring the return of refugees 
and securing adequate food supplies for the war-weary population, the 
group for development & cooperation has managed to win the trust and 
confidence of a majority of the formerly warring leaders as well as the 
population at large. it has also been involved in several “quick impact” 
projects including rehabilitating and building schools, orphanages, health 
clinics, and rebuilding infrastructure such as water lines, most of them 
funded by belgian technical cooperation funds.

the economy of the country is in tatters, burundi has one of the lowest 
per capita gross incomes in the world. with the return of refugees property 
conflicts have sparked off.
burundi now participates in african union peacekeeping missions, 
including the mission to somalia against al-shahab militants, which is 
a main concern of the embassy, because of the recent terrorist attack in 
nearby naïrobi on 21 september 2013.

burundi has been a partner country of belgium since its independence in 
1962 -apart from the period of time when the international community 
imposed sanctions in the 90s-. 

public institutions in burundi have suffered much over the 15 year crisis that 
the country underwent. investment stopped, cooperation programmes 
were suspended, human resources eloped, infrastructure deteriorated… 
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the agricultural sector covers 95% of food needs and employs 90% of 
the working population. but poor productivity, small size farms, weak 
management of water and processing and preservation problems are 
structural constraints to agricultural growth.

in the field of education as well as health care, the authorities are overcome 
by demand. that and the lack of competent staff represent two major 
challenges. 

belgium plans to concentrate its action on three priority sectors, health 
care, education and agriculture.

in general, the support that belgium provides to solve development 
problems in burundi take the form of promotion of a favourable institutional 
environment, training of staff, part funding of projects, etc

belgian cooperation aims to strengthen local projects set up by the burundi 
government. it tries to help burundi get the resources for the measures and 
reforms that it undertakes. the objective is to strengthen the performance 
of the national systems.

the establishment of the rule of law, the strengthening of the judiciary and 
the modernisation of public services remain central to belgian cooperation 
concerns.

from a consular point of view, it’s also worth mentioning belgium manages 
the granting of travelling visas to schengen-territory for 16 out of the 24 
schengen states. this makes the belgian embassy a compulsory stop for 
any person wishing to travel to europe and therefore it basically functions 
as a little european delegation.

i propose to host the next board meeting or ela general assembly in 
bujumbura, but otherwise, of course, all ela-members interested in coming 
to burundi are most welcome!

best regards,



valeNcia 2015
we are advised the preparations for this event are well under way with our
colleagues paco and cristina meeting on a monthly basis for the purpose of
allocating tasks, making decisions on events and enlisting the help of 
other members from valencia to ensure this event will be a success. our 
ex chairman, philip Jadoul recently visited valencia and met up with the 
organiser for an update and discussion of issues arising. a full presentation 
providing relevant details will take place in latvia in 2014.

in the meantime, all members were sent an email with quite a comprehensive
programme of what is in store for the annual meeting in riga in 2014. if you
have not received it, please email peteris dalderis for a further copy. i must 
be the first ela member to have booked my plane ticket to attend. we 
would not wish to miss out on this fantastic opportunity to visit a world 
heritage site accompanied by friends and colleagues!

thought for the day
“a small body of determined spirits fired by an unquenchable faith in their 
mission can alter the course of history.”

Mohandas Gandhi
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the board coNtiNueS to work oN 
your behalf
the board continues to work on your behalf. regular monthly meetings 
held via conference calls ensure progress on the issues that currently affect 
the association.

in addition, the board will meet up in luca, italy on the weekend 
commencing 8th november. all members are welcome to attend even if 
they are not members of the board. the next issue of the newsletter will 
provide further details of the issues discussed in luca.

in the meantime, national representatives are being encouraged to hold 
annual meetings with other ela members in their own country to promote 
relationships and strengthen the bond amongst them. belgium and 
holland have shown the way with their successful annual soirees which are 
renowned for their “highly spirited” nature! 
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